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Fixed mosquito net suspension 
installation with length  

adjusting facility
Large interior

Patented 
spreader bars

Double zip for 
access

Mosquito net

Endless strap

Nylon Ripstop material
(strong, breathable)

Hammock can be used on both sides - 
with or without the net



MOSKITO-TRAVELLER FOREST

ca. 275 x 140 cm max. 200 kg ca. 500 gca. 10 cm (each)
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The hammock in forest look with mosquito net
The ultra-light hammock Moskito-Traveller Forest comes with a practical mosquito net.

The Moskito-Traveller Forest is ultra-light, the pack dimensions are very small, and both sides can be used: with or 
without the net. But it is also extremely robust and can hold up to 200 kg.

It can be hung up and taken down very quickly due to the fixed mosquito net suspension installation with length adjusting 
facility. No additional ridgeline anchoring points are needed. You get in from the side by opening a double zipper. Generous 
interior thanks to the patented spreader bars (included). 

For optimum camouflage in almost all seasons: 
the forest look combines a pattern of leaves, trees and the typical colours of the forest. Thus the hammock blends  
inconspicuously into the background and optical silhouettes melt into the background.

PRODUCT DATA:

- Item number/EAN:  AZ-1030218 / 4030454007696
- Total length:   approx. 295 cm (including suspension loops)
- Material:    100% extra strong, breathable Nylon Ripstop (210D)
- Net strength:    approx. 155-230 meshes /square inch
- Packaging:    Banderole for hanging or standing
    Extra-small colour-coordinated textile bag containing the hammock 
    (reusable bag, sewn onto hammock at the side)
- Weight inclusive of sales packaging: approx. 530 g
- Bag measurements:  approx. 24,5 x 8,5 cm
- Can be combined with:  Tarps: Traveller Tarp Forest, Adventure Tarp, (Adventure) Wing Tarp, 
    Traveller Tarp (XXL)
    Ropes: Adventure Rope, Microrope, T-Strap
    Accessories: Underquilt, Underquilt-Poncho, Topquilt, Hammock Floor
- Customs tariff number:   63069000900
- Country of origin:  China
- Individual pack dimensions:  approx. 245 x 155 x 85 mm
- Master box:   approx. 480 x 290 x 400 mm / 12,4 kg / contains 20 units
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